Title:
1st Piece “Zoom”
2nd Piece “Five”

Evelin Keller choreographer and dancer, born in Brazil, based in Hong Kong with her family,
founded MotiveforMotion Dance Work. The company focuses on process oriented based
projects and promotes dance classes, workshops and performances for children, youths and
adults. As an artist and educator, Evelin is passionate about the art of movement and interested
in the process of nature and nurture to explore the potential of movement and dance in every
person.
Evelin followed ballet classical training in Bahia - Brazil, from early age until becoming a
member of the teacher’s board, 1990. She holds a Degree in Dance from University Federal of
Bahia-Brazil, 1999. In Hong Kong, Evelin completed a Master Degree in Fine Arts at the Hong
Kong Academy for Performing Arts, 2011. Evelin presented at the 13th Dance and the Child
International World Congress in July 2015 Copenhagen.
Currently living in Hong Kong with her family, Evelin founded Motive for Motion Dance Work. As
an artist and educator, Evelin, is passionate about the art of movement and interested in the
process of nature and nurture to explore the potential of movement and dance in every person.

Title:
“Duet with me”
Performance description:
A dance with a hanging Qing Pao,
Moving with my past ‘Skin’;
Whispering with a self within.

Bobbi spent a great seven years in Singapore as Senior Dancer in contemporary dance
company The Arts Fission Company (2004-2011), with whom she toured internationally and
performed various memorable roles. She is also actively involved in several arts outreach
programs such as Community project for low-income at risk Youth (Singapore), Arts
Appreciation workshop with the senior citizen; Art Education Program in School as well as other
social and cultural organizations with the company in Singapore.
Bobbi later completed an MFA in Choreography at the Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts
in 2015. Now based in Hong Kong and working as an independent performing artist, Bobbi has
been developing and searching for her own artistic voice as an Asian contemporary artist. She
has enjoyed collaborating with filmmakers, visual artists, architects, composers, scientists and
various media artists.
Her creative works are Tabula Bursa (2010), under NUS Dance Festival Singapore, Connect
and Detect (2012), a commissioned work by the Singapore Contact Dance Festival,
collaborative productions Sky of Nepal (2013), Du-The Cycle of Life (2013), The Act of Memory
(2014), dance film The Post Modern Aunt (2014), What if (2015), Voices, the Artist an Mentor
(2015) and Being Mortal (2015) to name a few. Bobbi has also performed in several
independent as well as dance films as they help enrich her performative quality as artist.

CONCRETE/LOTUS
A musical project that explores the complexity of live music creation and performance:
Concrete/Lotus is comprised of producer, singer and multi-instrumentalist Kelsey Wilhelm and
vocalist Joana de Freitas. Live and in the studio, Concrete/Lotus brings a melodic progression
through acoustic and electronic elements that blend together vocals, drums, guitar and synths
into a live performance using looping.
The Macau based band draws a strong influence from various genres including Hip Hop, Jazz
and Blues, Funk, Dub and Dubstep, with a sprinkle of Dance music. By combining electronic
elements with guitar, keyboards, singing and rap Concrete/Lotus builds each song into a
journey, to adapt the show to various crowds and preferences always expounding on the
message of each individual original song.
Concrete/Lotus recently launched their first single and music video as the new duo – for the
song ‘Elevate’ – filmed by Edite Sofia Ribeiro and Kelsey Wilhelm – and are preparing their next
music video ‘Fighter’ for immediate release. The band launched its debut EP this year – Battles
Won, Petals Wilted - and is preparing its second album, while continuing live shows. Having
performed in a variety of venues and festivals including the Hard Rock Café Macau, the
Venetian Resort Macau (Cotai Jazz and Blues Festival), Secret Island Party in Hong Kong,
Beishan World Music Festival in China, the Global Gaming Expo (held at the Venetian Macau),
World Music Day, the Fringe Festival in Macau and Les Nuits Esthethes in Shenzhen,
Concrete/Lotus is no stranger to the stage or the studio.
Album – Battles Won, Petals Wilted:
https://itunes.apple.com/album/id983027771
Visit C/L!
www.concretelotusband.com
www.facebook.com/concretelotus
www.soundcloud.com/concretelotus

Subana Paramuthevar
I am a Gemini.
I have brown skin and a white accent.
I have curly hair which I straighten.
Sometimes I curl my straightened hair.
I believe in everything but understand nothing matters…
You'll find me in a suit 8 am - 8 pm, Monday to Friday. This Saturday night I danced my heart
out and in the process, slapped a girl in the face.
I have been in love with two people at the same time.
I drink one glass of wine and then a tea with ginger and honey before bed.
I love every part of the life I lead. I am fully
convinced that I'll fade by 40.
I believe balance is the key to a good life. I am
beyond grateful because I live a great one…”

Sarah Xiao

Xiao started her dance training at the age of 6 at The Xiao Du Juan School of Arts in
Hunan, China. In 2010, She moved to Hong Kong to start her contemporary dance
training at the Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts. As an artist, She is always
open-minded, avant-garde, improvising and unconventional, She brings an introspective
artistic eye to her audiences. In 2015, She was selected for Italian spellbound
contemporary ballet company summer intensive course. In 2014, She was on full
scholarship for Biblioteca Do Corpo Dance Project in Vienna, Having received
professional performing education at HKAPA, Sarah has been actively involved in a
number of collaborations with artists, both visual and musical. The choreographers and
artists she has corporated with include Ismael Ivo(Brazil), Sang jijia(China), Laura Aris
Alvarez (Spain),Sascia Pellegrini(Italy), Craig Pepples(America), Hong Kong New
Music Ensemble, Hong Kong Modern Academy, Hong Kong Zheng Music, Sarah has
worked with I AM since 2013.

Karina Curlewis

Raised in Hong Kong with mixed heritage, Karina grew up exposed to a range of
cultures. Having performed in various theatre productions, musicals, speech festivals and short
film projects, her passion for performing arts proves to be unrelenting while simultaneously
balancing a career in the marketing and events industry. Her passion for character portrayal and
performing arts stems from sharing life's observations and complex characters encountered in
life. The stage has ultimately become a platform to share certain aspects of predicaments and
human behaviour to evoke realization within the audience through symbolism, movement and
original written pieces.

Title:
“Mirror Mirror”

“THREE THOUSAND YEARS AGO, THERE WAS A
HUMAN just like you and me who lived near a city
surrounded by mountains. The human was studying to
become a medicine man, to learn the knowledge of his
ancestors, but he didn't completely agree with
everything he was learning. In his heart, he felt there
must be something more.
One day, as he slept in a cave, he dreamed that he
saw his own body sleeping. He came out of the cave
on the night of a new moon. The sky was clear, and he
could see millions of stars. Then something happened
inside of him that transformed his life forever. He
looked at his hands, he felt his body, and he heard his
own voice say, "I am made of light; I am made of
stars."
He looked at the stars again, and he realized that it's not the stars that create light, but rather light that
creates the stars. "Everything is made of light," he said, "and the space in-between isn't empty." And he
knew that everything that exists is one living being, and that light is the messenger of life, because it is
alive and contains all information.
...This is what he discovered: Everything in existence is a manifestation of the one living being we call
God. Everything is God. And he came to the conclusion that human perception is merely light
perceiving light. He also saw that matter is a mirror — everything is a mirror that reflects light and
creates images of that light — and the world of illusion, the Dream, is just like smoke which doesn't
allow us to see what we really are. "The real us is pure love, pure light," he said.” - The Four
Agreements, ‘The Smokey Mirror’
Duet performed by Siobhan Dumigan & Jessie Jing.

Title:
“A letter to my younger self”
Wouldn’t it be great to receive advice from our older and wiser self? Would we listen?
Would we behave any differently? Would there be a ripple effect in time causing a string
of unexpected consequences or would this message slip away like a dream?
Follow one woman’s internal duet between herself at different stages in her robust life.

Susan has loved performing since she and her sister put on plays in their back yard in
Miami, Florida. She’s finding her way back into vocal performance after a looooooonng
hiatus. In her salad days she acted in regional repertory theatre and on television. She
holds a BA in Theatre and (rather mysteriously) an MBA. When not singing, she is the
country director for a large US university.

